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Bulldogs Resolved
To Victory; Warren
Speaks To Students
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HOMEMAKERS MEET,EAT FOR ANNUAL DAY
Rev'ewing the past year's work and planning for
the
next year's work Was the order of the day when
Fulton County Homemakers gathe-ed for their Annual Day Wednesday. The News photographer visited
and came away with some photos
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Somebody Up There Don't Like Us

X-RAY UNIT WILL
GIVE FREE SERVICE
HERE NEXT WEEK

them was a "destructive force."
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Pigskin -Pickins
by
Bing Hampton, WFUL's Sporicaster
exGenerally 4)04445 everytking weilliabout as
few
,
a
of.couree
,
pected on the grldiren last week with
shown by
exceptions. The exceptions include the power
In which
ease
the
Newbern Is routing South Fulton,
te lack
comple
the
and
Mayfield throttled Hopkinsville,
last
upsets
the
of
Sonic
ky.
of an offense for Kentuc
over
Purdue
as,
such
ed
predict
as
week came through
Navy.
Notre Dame, Duke over SMU, and Tulane over

In the photo above Miss Wilma Vandiver, assistant
state leader and Mrs. Viola Hansen, state leader from
Lexington, Mrs. Reginald Williamson, county president and Mrs. H. H. 'Brady, district director of Mayfield, pause for a little chat before going into luncheon
at the Methodist Church, served by the ladies of the
church.

This week will produce its
share of football thrills across
the nation, but not in Fulton.
The Fulton Bulldogs travel to
Gleason. Term. while South Fulton invades the territory of Tiptonville. The big games in colinclude, Michigan
ball
lege
State-Notre Dame, Duke-Pitt,
Ole Miss-Tulane, Tenn.-Alabama,
and Kentucky-LSU Before predicting these and other games of
the week, here is last week's
Pigskin Pickin review.
In Kentucky four games were
picked right with four wrong.
In Tennessee the record was 7-2
and 29 right 7 wrong for the
College games. The total is 40
right and 13 miscalculations. For
the season it's 148-47 for a percentage of 759. Now with a capful of Joy clearing the crystal
ball, here goes nothing.

- Rev. Henry Russell, pastor of the First Methodist
Church and John Watts, county agent were the only
two men at the meeting attended by nearly 115 women.
They sat together, ate together and stayed rather
close to each other all during the meetings . . . protection, maybe? Meetings were held at the Cumberland Presbyterian Church.

Free chest x-rays will be
available to East Fulton C,oun teens, Oct. 24, 25, 26 and 30th,
when the Tuberculosis X-ray
Mobile Unit of the Kentucky
State Department of Health visits Fulton.
The Unit will be parked at the
new Health Department Oct 24,
25, 28 and at Siegel factory on
Oct. 30th from 9 a.m. to 12 noon
and 1 to 3 p.m., and all persons
over fifteen years of age are
urged to make sure they do not
have tuberculosis by having a
chest x-ray. The service is being made available through the
cooperation of the Kentucky
State Department of Health, the
Fulton County Health Department and the Elks Lodges of
Kentucky, who buy and equip
these units.
According to Health Departtuberculosis
ment, personnel,
took 526 lives in Kentucky in
1P54 and is one of the state's
gravest health problems.
Nearly three-fourths of all new
cases of tuberculosis in Kentucky
are being discovered through
these mass x-ray survey programs they said.
Go to Church Sunday!

FOUR ESCAPE DEATH
AS TRAIN HITS CAR
Mrs Virginia Spraggs, Mrs.
June Gibson and Mrs. Spraggs'
two small children, all of Clinton, narrowly escaped death
Sunday afternoon when their
stalled car was demolished by
the southbound City of Miami
at the crossing in front of Lucia's Lodge four miles north of
Fulton adjacent to U S. 51.
Suddenly confronted by the
ladies
the
train,
oncoming
grabbed the children and managed to run about 15 feet from
the stalled car before it was
picked up and tossed over 100
feet.
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2 NEGROES (AUGHT
AFTER ATTEMPTS

HAPPY ANNIVFRSARY to Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Boaz
r at
as they celebrated their 61st milestone togethe
of Doin's —
thekr home in Sedalia, Ky. (See Diary
Page 3).

All Adults Are Urged
To Get TA Check; Most
Cases So Discovered

•

41'

Carey Frields,Mrs.Robinson
Were Vital, Beloved Citizens

NEW SOIL ESSAY CONTEST OPENS FOR
STUDENTS: WINNER IN EACH DISTRICT

The Fulton News, Thursday, October 18, 1956
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October means many things
to young people; an increasing
pace in school activities—football garhes, Halloween dances,
and more. But for parents. October heralds the coming of the
winter season and its attendant

BURROW CANNON
& BURROW
Insurance and Real legate
For Best Service in Fir.
and Automobile Insurance
8E8

Charlev Stephenson

colds, sore throats and other
respiratory diseases. Time, then,
for wise parents to be on guard
to preserve the health of their
children.
Of all the diseases of childhood, rheumatic fever causes
more long-term crippling illness
in children than any other disease, and children of school age
are particularly vulnerable to
its attack.
Rheumatic fever may affect
many parts of the body; often
it affects the heart. Sometimes
the bad effect on the heart is
lasting; this is why rheumatic
fever is such a serious disease.
Rheumatic fever is a "repeater." Even if a child has had it
once, he can catch it again. One
case does not provide immunity.
And with each attack of rheu-
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matic fever there is a new
chance that the heaie will be
injured.
Certain kinds of streptococcal
infections (strep sore throat,
scarlet fever, some ear infections) open the door to rheumatic fever.
As many as three to 10 strep
infections out of a 100 are fol.
lowed ,by _rheumatic fever. For
someone who has already had
one attack of rheumatic fever,
the chance Of getting another
one is much greater.
Most strep infections are in
the form of "strep sore throats."
But not every sore throat is a
strep throat. The chances are
that your child does not have a
strep infection if his only complaint is hoarseness or a cough.
However, your child can have
a strep infection without having
a sore throat.
If your child gets a sore throat
and has any of the following
signs or symptoms, phone your
doctor right away. DOTI1. weitBe prepared to give him the
answers of_ these questions:
1. Did the sore throat come
on suddenly?
2. Does your child complain
that his throat hurts most when
he swallows'
3. Does it hurt him under the
angle of his jaw when you press
there gently with your fingers?
Are the glands under the angle
of his jaw swollen?
4. Does he have fever? How
much? (Usually a strep infection brings on a fever between
101 and 104 degrees).
5. Does your youngster complain of headache?
6. Is he nauseated? Has he
vomited?
7. Has he been in contact with
anyone who has had scarlet
fever or a sore throat? - (Any
child who has been exposed to
scarlet fever should see his doctor for preventive treatment
even if he does not have a sore
throat).
These signs and symptoms will
help your doctor decide if he
should examine your child for
a strep infection your child
isn't likely to have all these
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rewashing clothes that fall ... when you have an electric clothes dryer. Then you dry clothes indoors . . .
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dial . . . and your washday work is over! See the
models at your dealer's today.
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DAIRY QUEEN thanks you for your wooderful
past patronage and knows that you will LOVE
this new, added tasty treat, brought to you in all
its full-flavored goodness by one of the foremost
barbecue makers in West Kentucky,

REAL HICKORY SMOKED PIT BARBECUE
(Pork or Mutton)

SENSATIONAL

JUMBO SANDWICHES
REGULAR SIZE SANDWICHES

40c
25c

1 Jumbo Pit Bar-B-Q
I Regular-size Pit Bar-B-Q
2 Bottles Pepsi Cola
79c

SPECIAL DURING THESE HOURS:

50c
EXTRA SPECIAL FOR THE KIDDIES!

NEW, LOW PRICES!
Bag 'o Chicken
45c
Other Famous

Box 'o Chicken
75c
Dairy Queen

weeks
a
• • •

Food

Hamburgers, 13c,
2 for 25c
Jumbo Burgers
30c
Bag 'o Shrimp
50c
Box 'o Shrimp
85c
Cones, Sundaes, Shakes, Malts

110USEPOWER wiring

If your home locks 240 volt wiring for
this and other major appliances, your
dealer ton advise you on plans for its

inooliotioa. Ou, ffie• will to glad
to offer recommendations on any wir•
log thong*, or additions you desire.

BLACK & WHITE

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY

Sugarcane stalks, crusned and
district award of a $25 bond
processed for sugar, now are bewill go to the student who placused for newsprint aural .
es first in• each of the 121 soil. ing
conservation districts where at facture.
least five essays are submitted.
These district winners compete
for the state prizes.
The writer of the top essay in
each school is_ eligible for a
certificate from the contest
sponsors. District winners and
runners-up also will be warded
certificates.
Essays must be sent to the
county or city school superintendent's office by December
8, 1958.

Regular physical check-ups by
your family physician will further safeguard the health of
your children.
For free informatken on rheumatic fever, write the Kentucky Heart Association, 401
Speed Building, Louisville.

Regular Value

you can own

.fer treif 4444?..el with

symptoms and only your doctor
can tell if your child has a strep
infection.
Your job is to report any of
these signs and symptoms as
soon as you notice them so that
your personal physician can start
treatment immediately. This
how you help your doctor protect your child against rheumatic fever.
To stay healthy your chill
should have a well-balanced
diet, plenty of sleep and rest,
play, and plenty of sunshine
Warm clothes for cold days and
a raincoat arid rubbers for protection in rainy weather are also
needed.

high
Kentucky grade and
school studenes can share $3,•150 in U.S. Savings Bonds for
their essays on "How Fish and
Wildlife Conservation Can Benefit My Community."
thirteenth
the
Announcing
annual Soil Conservation- Essay
Contest are Barry Bingham,
president of The Courier-Journal. The Louisville Times and
WHAS, Inc.; Dr. Robert R. Martin, State Superintendent of
A.
Instruction, and
Public
Threlkeld, president of the
Kentucky Association of Soil
Conservation Districts.
The essay's theme completes
a four-year cycle designed to
make student; aware of the effect of good soil, water, forestry
and now fish and wildlife conservation on Kentucky's community life.
A $100 Savings Bond will
presented to the boy or girl who
submits the essay judged best in
the state. Second prize is a $75
bond, and third, a $50 bond.
Winners ot tne inree major
awards and their parents and
teachers will receive all-expense-paid trips to Louisville
next spring as guests of honor
at the Farm Awards Luncheon.
In addition to these prizes, a

Plastic film, used as ponuliners, stood up well. Seepagelosses sometimes were less than
ev a poration losses.

STORE

Dairy Queen
Located on West State Line on the Corner b y Carr Institute

Lak
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113
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Hill and daughter, Mary Ann,
Mayme and Guy Duley—their
daughter, Martha Ellen Snow
and children, Linda, Janet and
Jack III, Vireinta Ann (Hill)
and Charles Cannon and children, Gene, Tommie and littlz
By Mary Nelle Wright
Mary Jane—who wais named for
her great grandmother. Louiss
The News writes %oriel happenings about you an4
and Henry Ford and their boys,
your Mends (Listen To Airwave Diary: Thursday,
Prentice and Ronnie came from
Memphis. Miss Myrtle Wahl ol
9:45 A. M., Over WFUL)
Murray also attended. (You
ImamammiroMMIO"
Diarist joins the farnily and your
Three score and one year ago a happ§ couple, dressed many hiends in wishing you
In their Sunday beat, said their "1 do's'? before the .vil- many more happy birthdays,

1
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Diary of Doin's

Browder winning bridge bingo.
At golf the Inedalist was a tie
between Virginia Rogers, Joy
Stokes and Tootie Cantrell with
49. In the play off Virginia won,
from Dyersburg Mrs. Bobby
Taylor was medalist with 51.
Sara Campbell drove the
longest ball on number 7 and
'Won a prize. Low putts went to
Mrs. Majorie Taylor of Dyersburg and from Fulton a tie
5
f
tween Martha - Hale, M
a
Hornsby and Francis Am rg
and the playoff was won by
Martha Hornsby.
The chairman of the Fulton
Ladies, Mrs. James Warren, appointed the golf chairman for
the coming year, Mrs. Ralph
Cantrell. Bridge Chairman, Mrs.
R. V. Putman Jr., and kitchen
committee, Mrs. Paul Boyd and
Mrs. C. D. Edwards!.

lage parson. In a setting of wedding' happineste", they
pledged their troth to love, honor and maintain a ;iiholeOur congratulations to that
"popular Miss—Betty Faye Peepsoma Christian home.
That they did and last Sunday Mr. and Mrs. A. G. les, who was crowned Queen ol
the South Fulton Homecoming
Boaz relived and reviewed their wonderful years to- football Game last Thursday
gether as they celebrated their sixty-one years of married night at Memorial stadium when
the South Fulton Red Devil:
life together.
played Newbern, Tennessee.

and
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his lovely wife, the
Bid
former Willie Joe Holloway
were married in this county on
December 25, 1895 and their
family tree is deep-rooted in the
development of this wide Kentucky and Tennessee area
Mr. and Mrs. Boaz are now
Sedalia. Kentucky
living in
and because the weather has
been so pretty these past few
weeks they decided to celebrate
their wedding anniversary Sunday so that their many friends
and relatives would not be
hindered in visiting them by the
inagement weather that sometimes takes over at Santa Claus
time
And .many a nilton County
car wended itas way to Sedalia
on Sunday, laden with wellv.ashers, good wishes and appropriate gifts for this lovely
couple who have long since
passed the milestone of the
golden wedding anniversary and
are well on their way toward
the diansoad event, which we
certainly hope they will have
the happy privilege of sharing
together.
The Boaz home, located east
decorated
of
Sedalia.
was
throughout with arrangements
of beautiful flowers which were
gifts from their many friends.
All of the Boaz children were
there with the exception of one
son, A. G., Jr. who lives in Los
The "children"
Angeles, Cal
who shared in the happy event
were Holly Boaz of Los Angeles,
Cal, Harvyl Boaz of Paducah,
Josh of Sedalia and Lorene
(Mrs. Dean) Collier of Fulton.
The grandchildren who served
at the tea table were Millie Boaz
Myers of Paducah, Joan Collier
Dowdy. Mrs Fred Collier, and
Mrs. Jack Boaz.
Mrs. J N McNeilly, a sister
of Mr Boaz attended the celebration but his only brother,

Dr. T. D. Boaz of Shreveport.
La was unable to attend.
The late Charlie Holloway of
Fulton was a brother of Mrs.
Boaz.
Among those from Fulton who
aft ended the enjoyable affair
wiere Mr. and Mrs. William
Smith, Mr and Mrs Mace McDade, Mr. and Mrs. Will McDade, Mr. and Mrs. Bob Harris,
Mrs. Miller Harpole. Mi. and
Mrs. Louis Bard, Mr arid Mrs
George Hester and Mr Torn
Boaz, Mrs. Charlie Holloway,
Wilburn IfolloWay and daugh
tet. Lynn and Mrs Harry Bush hart.
----Mrs W. M. Hill spent a happy
day Sunday when her children,
grandchildren and great grandchildren surprised her with a
delightful birthday party.
The occasion marked the 87th
year of Mrs. Hill's life. Each year
the family gets together for this
happy day and they entertain
in their homes but—this year—
they decided to take "Mother"
over to the Gateway Restaurant near Martin
The long table at the restaurant was draped with a white
cloth and held as its centerpiece
a lovely arrangement of yellow
and bronze mums. The yellow
color scheme was predominant
throughout the delicious meal
At each end of the table large
birthday cakes, holding 87 yellow candles, glowed softly
Mrs. Hill looked so sweet in
her soft crepe dress and she
wore a pretty white carnation
corsage, a gift from Miss Myrte
Wahl of Murray. Ky
It was a wonderful day for
the entire family — because it
also served as a reunion. Mrs
Hill received ever so many lovely gifta. Those who attended
were Mozelle and Charles Gregory and Betty, Eron and Don

The lovely queen as crowned by Co-captains Bobby Hailey
and Donald Paul Watts. Her attendants were Wanda Outland
and Laraine Fields. These attractive young ladies were escorted on the field by Norman
Alison and Jerry Alston, mem
hers of the Red Devils squad.
Immediately after the punt
the South Fulton students spon
gored a dance at the school
cafeteria.
The South Fulton Freshman
Class enjoyed a weiner roast at
the City Park recently. Alter
the delicious picnic the boys
and girls-enjoyed playing games
They were chaperoned by their
sponsors, Mildred Anderson ar.d
Don Nelson and two Room
Mothers, Mrs. Floyd Hardy and
Mrs Gene Dowdy.

Farm water needs are high. A
steer needs 12 gallons daily;
dairy cow, 35 gallons; hog, four
gallons; a sheep, two gallons,
and 100 hens. five gallons. Humans need 50 gallons daily
About 216 insect species inhabit alfalfa fields for food and
housing purposes.

LONG
FACED

Green and yellow vegetable
crops averaged 68 pounds of
fertilizer an acre in "1958, but
hay fields and pasture fields got
one pound or less fertilizer par
acre in the U. S.

Over Spots
on Clothes?
Try These OK
Call Office

Miss ('arole Mirk/Tart

Prices.

Carole Burkhart, Joe Wall
Plan October Wedding
Mr and Mrs. Fred Burkhart
of Paducah announce the engagement
a n d approaching
marriage of their daughter Carole to Joe P.arnetl. Wall, son of
Mrs. Octavia B. Wall of Cayce,
and the late J. R. Wall.

Miss Burkhart graduated from
Tilghman High School, class of
'49. She received additional
education at Nazareth College,
Louisville, and the Louisville
General Hospital School of
Nursing. She is on the nursing
•
staff at Riverside Hospital.
from
Mr. Wall graduated
Cayce High School, class of '48.
He attended Holmes Junior ColFulton County girls and boys h:ge In Cloodman, Miss., and
attended a 4-H Diitrict Achieve- served two years in the U. S.
Army. He is employed at Car(Continued on Page Four)
bide Nuclear Corp.

More congratulations to four
Fulton boys who are freshmen
at the University of Kentucky
who were recently pledged to
fraternities—they
are
social
Glenn F. Bushart, Jr. who pledged Sigma Chi, George Moore—
Kappa Sigma, Max McDade and
Frank Sublette—Sigma Alpha
Epsilon.

The ceremony will be held at
the Grace Episcopal Church, Paducah, on October 22, at 3 p.m.
No formal invitations are being
sent; all friends and relatives
of the couple are invited to attend.

DRESSES — —
JUST WHAT
THE BABY NEEDS

FULTON LADIES
FLAY HOST TO
DYERSBURG GOLFERS
The ladies of the Fulton. Country Club were hostess to the
ladies of the Dyersburg Country
Club Tueaday, October 9, for
luncheon and golf. Their were
11 ladies from Dyersburg and
36 Fulton members present.
At bridge there were two tables with first prize going to
Mrs. Mary Shepherd and second
to Irene Boyd with Katherine

— -- 85c

SUITS

Can be found in our
baby department. Baby
Gift s and everyday
necessities.
Gifts Wrapped Free

WES TENN DEPT.
STORE, Inc.
Fulton

PANTS and SHIRTS
2 for 85c

OK LAUNDRY 6.
CLEANERS, INC.
— PHONE 130 —

"I CAN'T AFFORD TO VOTE REPUBLICAM'4,
prosperity of this country is
in the pocket of just
number
of
dollars
based on the
ordinary folks—not on the big incomes of a favored few.
The Republicans haven't been for the average farmer.
the small businessman, and the wage earner. The
Republican candidates today are pledged to a
continuation of the same old policies—including
Benson's farm policies. The only way to spread
prosperity so all of us get our share is to get Benson
and the rest of the present Republican
policymakers out of office at Washington."

"
0NE THING SURE, th#

THE WORLIVAMOUS TERRI LEE
PARLeitid.

40c
25c

Mac

UNDER THE REPUBLICANS

UNDER THE DEMOCRATS

91% of tax relief went to corporations and the wealthy. The rest
of us-92% of all Americans—got only 9%. Both Republican
candidates for the Senate voted against tax relief for low and
middle income families. "

Democrats in Congress proposed raising personal income tax
exemptions to give tax relief for everybody. The Republicans
voted down tax relief. Both Democratic candidates for the Senate
favor $800 tax exemption.

Average person's take-home pay increased only 8%, while corporation stockholders' income rose 24%, or three times as much
as the rest of us'

Average person's take home pay increased 20%, stockholders'
income rose 20";— the same for both of us. Under the Democrats
all the people prosper.

Farm income fell
Prices received by farmers fell
Parity has been below 90%

Farm income rose
Prices received by farmers rose
Parity was always above

It's tune to be thinking ahead to Christmas (10
weeks away) . . . and what is dearer to the heart of
a little girl than a genuine TERRI-LEE doll . .. or now
. . . a TINY TERRI LEE!
See TERRI-LEE aand TINY TERRI-LEE at OUT
store now. . . along with a complete assortment of lovely
wardrobes. And remember, she walks, sits, stands, sleeps!

(LAY AWAY IF YOU WISH)

iteStOtit

26%
18`".
now 82%

Lake Street

Fulton, Ky.

15%
15%
100%

The small farmer has been discriminated against in the whole
farm program. Benson has tried to cut the small Kentucky
tobacco grower out of the picture.

Democrats have fought to restore firm 90% supports. Kentucky
Democrats have protected tobacco farmers against Benson.

Total national .ncome rose 10% during the last three Republican
years. The Republican platform offers no help for the future.

Total national income rose 39% during the last three years of
the Democratic Administration. The Democratic platform is
pledged to help all the people.

THAT'S WHY I'M VOTING THE STRAIGHT DEMOCRATIC TICKET NOV. 6

Hornbeak and Holland

STEVENSON

ErA KEFAUVER

CLEMENTS

85c

E3 WETHERBif
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GEORGIA EDITOR
DEFINES A FARMER

Such a tvp'cal feminine expre -s;on miolit well be voiced
,
by the yonng miss above
daughter of Mr. "nd Mr.:. B.
A. Nelms, Highlands. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. L.
D. Nelms, Leon Johnson and
Mrs. C. W. Pickelmayer.
Photo Courtesy
Gardner's Studio,

He's In ited .11e To Go!
• DUKEDOM RT. 2•

HERE AND THERE:

Among those seen at tlw
Vanderbilt -Ole Miss football
game at Oxford, Miss. Saturday
were: Elva and Ernest Fall, Dr,
R. V. and Martha Putnam, Montez and Horton Baird. Pearlee
and Happy Hogan, Stanley Jones
and his dad, Sam Jones.
Lena Hutcherson has returned
after spending a few days or
Champaign. Illinois where she
visited her daughter and son-inlaw, Marguerite and Claude
Muzzy. Claude is attending
school at the University of Illinois.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Ray
Sellars and baby left Fulton
last week for Chicago to make
their home. Jimmy Ray returned
recently from serving a four
year tour of duty in the U. S.
Navy.

Mrs. Joyce Ta*lor

The weather remains dry, cool
at night, but gets hot about
noon if the sun shines.
Mr. and Mrs. Nance of Farmington, Mr. Alexander and Mr.
Nance and
and Mrs. Buck
David of Nashville visited Mrs.
Rubye Casey Saturday. Mrs.
Casey went with them to her
sisters, Mrs. Nance's and spent
Saturday night and Sunday.

Mr. and Mrs. Norman Puckett
trid Sue of Lone Oak were
guests of their parents and Mr.
W. L: Rowland over the weekend.
Mrs. Tennie House was hostess to a quilting Monday, October 8, given at her home.
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Edith Yates, Allene Lowry,
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ACT NOW AND GET
0/

Io
OFF
List Price as a trade-in
allowance on your old tires
B.EGOOdlith SAFETYLJNER

TUB6.E70L-1E5 SS
List Price* 30.05

itigT02

SALE PRICE

55

2

PLUS TAX AND YOUR
RETREADABLE TIRE

SIZE

SALE
LIST
CE**
PRI
PRICE*

7.10-15

33.00

24.75

7.60-15

36.15

27.10

8.00-15

40.25

30.20

8.20-15

41.70

31.25

6.70-15
List Price* 26.65

GET ANY
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SALE PRICE
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PLUS TAX AND YOUR
RETREADABLE TIRE

125
A WEEK

SALE
LIST
PRICE* PRICE**

*PLUS TAX "PLUS TAX AND YOUR RETREADABLE TIRE

7.10-15
7.60-15

Softness is yours in every step
with this featherweight casual
op a sculptured wedge. Cork
cushioned heel to toe ... and
Naturaiizer's wonderful heel-

$10,95

hugging, toe-free fit.

BURNETT'S SHOE STORE
Union City, Tenn.
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Church Street
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-high Andes of Columbia, 80 miles north of Bogota,
the old emerald mine of Muzo
once more is turning out the
glowing green stones of conquistadors' treasure.
Operated irregularly in recent years, the mine has gone
beck into dull production following discovery of new and
valuable deposits.
The finds recall bonanza days
of Spanish conquest when the
gems of Muzo were shipped
home with gold to the monarchs
who had struck the New World
jackpot. But long before the
Spaniards came in the 1530's,
says the National Geographic
Society. Andean Indians 'worked
Muzo, Somondoco and other
sites. They used the gems for
personal &Yid temple decoration,
and often buried the ornaments
with their owners.
From Paris to Persia
Of the South American emeralds the Sjaniards sent to Mad-

history. It is mentioned in the
Bible, and in 4,000 B.C. was sold
in Babylon markets
Emeralds for Cleopatra
Upper Egypt, near the Red
rkt;—IYrany found --their— way to Sea, was an ancient emerald
source .Greeks worked this reParis and other European capiigion at the time of Alexander
the
of
tals. One
largest chunks
was made int • four-inch oint- the Great, and Cleopatra obtained many - stones there. From
ment jar for the Hapsburgs.
one of its mines may have come
Still other stones reached In- the green crystal that Nero redia, Turkey and Persia. to be— putedly gazed through in watchcome the property of Oriental ing gladitorial games.
rulers. A 75-carat gem, now in
Other countries that have proa diamond-studded brooch, once
lesser emerald ores inserved as belt buckle for the duced
clude Russia, Norway, Austria,
Turkish sultan Abdul Hamid.
Burma and Australia. About
A much larger green crystal 1875,. minor emerald deposits
was carved into a cup said to were discovered in Alexander
have been given by his favorite County, North Carolina.
wife to the Mogul Emperor JaEmeralds are a variety of
hangir. Jahangir, the story goes, beryl, a mineral that has new
was a heavy wine drinker. His significance today as the source
wife, noting the capacity of his of strategic berylium. The brilgolden goblet, persuaded him liant green color of the emerald
that the "Conqueror of the is due to traces of chromium.
World" should drink from the Another impurity, causing seamore valuable, unusual — and blue tints, creates aquamarine.
smaller — emerald cup.
Emeralds are relatively soft
Although Colombia has yieldhen first mined and are seldom
ed the world's finest emeralds.. found without flaws. But carat
for the last four centuries, the for carat, those of high quality
jewel itself is oise_ of earliest sell for more than diamonds.
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Traditional
birthstone
for
May, the emerald was once
prized as a charm to ward off
evil, restore health, bring wealth,
and soothe tired eyes. To lose
a stone from a setting was a
sign of personal loss _to come.
Modern techniques now produce synthetic emeralds that
closely resemble tile natural
crystal. One such process was
developed in Germany before
World War II. More recently an
American research chemist has
"cultured" emeralds that are

chemically and physically similar to nature's product. Experts,
however, can detect differences
through miqroscopic examina-.
tion. Another more extravagant
test is to subject specimens to
intense heat. The synthetic stone
remains undamaged, it is said;
the genuine cracks, a high price
to pay for the knowledge.
In coal-competitive U. S. areas
coal in 1955 held 85 per cent of
the electric utility fuel market.
For The Beet In
APPLIANCE
REFRIGERATION
and
SMALL APPLIANCE
REPAIR
—CALL 559—

SPECIALIZED
SERVICE
Commercial Ave.
(Next to News Office)
24 Hour Service

r

Happy Birthday . Oct 19; Mrs_ '
Faye Lester; October 21: Linda ,
Haynes; Oct. 22: Mrs. Carl M
Robbins, Mrs. Billy Joe Forrest,
Claud Linton; Oct. 23: Martha
Thornton. Lynn Bushart; Oct.
24 Fern Taylor Hamblin, Julia
LA'e MUIIII1S; Oct. 25: Money
Jeffrei Ida Carol Noles

Hearing Aid Batteries
Complete Line
For all makes of bearing aids!
Visit our Hearing Aid Department at your first opportunity.
Exchange Furniture Co.
Phone 36
Church St.

=BEN

CITY DRUG CO.
rues. TO

in Lake /street

Frin•NIKLIN

Tor et...1y 50( plot

OUOOn

you co, ocoyci

to yoms•If Mrs fins gvolity footuros of

• Ruth.BeNty
NYLONS

e

t;13AUAN't1T.E1)

Your Ben Franklin Store wane you to try-and judge
—the long-wearing beauty of Ruth Barry, 51-gauge,
1S-denier full-fashioned nylons. This special price
is being offered for a limited time so that you can
prove to yourself why more and more women ... wear
them once—then wear them always!
Off MONO 11110TrellUSfS

VALIlitttlt: COUPON
SAYS NIAILY NAtPMI ItIOIKAIII
RITAIL PStCU WITN INN COVION

4.1 s- t t •

GUARANTEED
For EVERYTHING You Bake!

on your
Biscuit Recipe and your
Easy
Quick 'n
Flour. If you cuitsyou
Follow the Mother's Best
best bis
these are the
package of
left to your
that
s
that'
agree
!
flour
family don't
MONEY BACK
return the
baked,
`JOUR
have ever get DOUBLE
and
grocer
•41
' C
1
.,
leriiVgA
:• ;:. : ,--,:. •,-i
I

This coupon, phis sno in cash, entitles bearer to
one pair of First quality 51-15 Ruth Barry nylons in
kg-Raitering fafl shades.(No mail orders, please.)

1

1

.404-444

NAM?
ADDRIM
IOW I PAO —OM. MU

•

•

NOV SO, 1954

wwwwwww

ASK ASOUT OUR RABIN" HOSIERY CLUB

Only a flour that has been proved best thousands of times
in thousands 01 Southern kitchens by "first-time" bakers
would dare make such a guarantee! Get Mother's Best at
your grocer's today'

Ow lush Seery 14.•tati Ovaohm yo•• MI pair td aylaaa saw y••
haw perches/4 III pairs. Ask he yaw hottlary slob imosabandalp mad

whew yaw orate

MI

ALABAMA FLOUR MILLS • DECATUR, ALA.
BEN
(

•

FRANKLIN

Also

Manufacturers of

0 Or tr I

Fulton. Kir•

Mother's Best Corn Meal • Red Hat Feeds
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cordial invitation to visitors to
the regular meeting in the home
The C. G. Home Demonstraof Mrs. Lewis Burke. October
tidn Club members extend a 18 at 1 p.m.
WELCOME

$1.00
.50
.75
1.00
.50
1.00
.75
.75
1.25
.75

HAIR CUT
SINGE
SHAMPOOS
MEDICATED SHAMPOO
TONICS
PLAIN MASSAGE
WHITE FOX STEAM
PEROXIDE STEAM
MUD PACKS
SHAVES
Close 5:30 P. M.
Open 7:30 A.M.
Monday—Tuesday—Thursday—Friday
CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY

MUSIC DEPARTMENT
HEARS MRS. BARD
TALK ON MUSIC
'rhe Music Department of the
Women's Club met last Tuesday
'f...:tariing with a dinner-meeting
at the club home.
Ttiesda
Hostesses for the occasion were
Mrs. Steve Wiley. Mrs. J. E
Williams. Mrs. G. W. Dimmitt.
Mrs. Thad Fagan, Mrs. Fred
Jolley and Mrs. C. R. Bennett
Following the meal, the president, Mrs. Hugh Pigue, extended greetings to all present, ex
pressing appreciation for enthusiasm so obvious among the
group. She then introduced and
welcomed 13 new members and
two visitors, Mrs. Lawson Roper
and Mrs. W. B. Coleman of San
Antonio, Texas.
NI:s. Hendon Wr4Lit, secretary, conducted the roll call and
reading of minutes of the previous meeting and read a letter
of resignation from Mrs. Lorene
Harding, former Fulton resident.
Mrs. Pigue outlined the program for the coming, year, after
which she turned the meeting
over to Mrs. Gus Bard, program
leader for the evening.
Mrs. Bard's subject was -Music_Americana" and in her usually fluent manner. Mrs. Bard
discussed the music native to the
United States.
Mrs. Bard ,named a great
many American composers who
have 'contributed heavily to the
development of our music
She presented delightful program of musical numbers

Thur. - Fri. - Sat.
Big Double Feature
Program

NEAL ADVENTURE
THE MEANT Of SAVAGE ARCM

Color Cartoon—The Band Master

MO MEN OF MISSOURI

TUESDAY ONLY - ON OUR STAGE
OT-1. Afternoon and 2 Evening Performances
Doors Open 2:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m.

Congratulations to the boysl
rmd girls ball teams on winning (
both games from Sharon last
Thursday night. These games
were played on the local court.
Jimmie Barber was dismissed
from the hospital last week, after improving from the painful
injury to his knee several days
ago.
Cecil Barber is a patient at
the Haw's Hospital suffering
with an injury to his back
Mr. and Mrs. Don Winstead
are spending several days with
homefolks.
Marion Phillips has returned
to army duties after spending
several days with hornefolks due
to being called home because of
the serious condition of Peggy's mother, Mrs. Johnnie Hari,vood. Peggy remained because
of the illiness Of her mother, who
is a patient in the Jones Hospital. She is reported to be slightly improved.
Mr, and Mrs. Lish Iglehart
from St Louis, Mrs. Cora Roach
end Miss Ora Thomas visited
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Nanney and
Mrs. Sallie Nanney Sunday afternoon,
Mr .and Mrs Lish Iglehart
arrived at the home of Mrs.
Cora Roach Saturday afternoon
for the annual visit to friends
and relatives. They went to
Fulton on Monday morning.
Mrs. Roach and Mrs. Iglehart
went to keep art appointment
while Mr. Iglehart waited in the
car. After a very short time they
ri turned to the car and found

t!lat Mr Iglehart had suffered
a fatal heart attack. The body
vi as returned to St .Louis Monday night. The many friends of
this fine couple were very
shucked and grieved at his sudden death. Mrs. Iglehart will be
temembered by many as Edna
Diann who lived in this coinFronity many years ago. Her
other, Mrs. Ida Nanney Bran's
0 is now 93 years old lives
her in St. Luis.

Friday and Setills to be improving.
Mr. Frank Smotherrnan who
passed away last week was
buried at Sandy Branch. His
home was near Union City. He
survived by his wife and two
children, Arthur Smotherrnan of
1:*troit and Kathryn Martin of
'
Union City.
cornthii
in
frienis
h'any.
•-,1111:ty are happy to see Miss
Flora Oliver is able to be out
tc.ng so very sick

Tell Your Friends Al :1 The News
-

Lash LaRue
Al • Fussy" St. John
—

-MARK OF THE
LASH"

ii

Also—He Took A Powder & Heaven Scent (cartoon)

SUNDAY — MONDAY — TUESDAY
PLEASE NOTE!! — This Picture Is Recom mended For -ADULTS ONLY.- No Children
Tickets Sold Unless Accompanied By An
Adult!!

f

Yes, $32 50 more ... the new feather meal
makes the difference . . . means less feed to produce a pound of meat. All Southern States Broiler
Feeds now contain this brand new, amazing, moneymaking ingredient!

--.---__--e

. -A hidden shame out in the open 4 '•' '
'errifying Mt bottom 3 woman Ater tili .c.

.Marvelous new feather meal has conclusively
proved its worth in actual tests at the Southern States
Broiler Research and Evaluation Farm at Bridgevile, Delaware. Also tested and proved in experiments at VPI, University of Maryland, University of
Wisconsin, and the U. S. Department of Agriculture
. . . this new ingredient is the latest, surest way
for you to cut your costs and step up profits.

•

•.t

Southern States leedsthe way in bringing feather
you in broiler feeds.

meal to

.see es mow for details!

)uultitkri wkitS

fULION COOPERATIVE

lithCf1Ell! riirTemesia
op OM 4IMO long •••• Oat pew

a 1111111111 LER.. •

•

.10~1 4101.11.• •211111 UM I. MAME, Mr, 44.4 imp 24 111'I .1111/

YOUR SOUTHERN STATES COOPERATIVE SER1fI(E AGENCY

„
(if MONEY-SAVItil
Second Big Week!STOCK UP!BUY NOW!SAVE!
Mixing Bowl set,

Silk Head Scarfs, Reg. 79c
Loop Rugs, Save 25(Ye
32-Pc. Set Skytone Dinnerware
Ladies Rayon Panties; Save!

p.c.ce3

Gold-finish Pictures, 12x16
All-leather Billfolds, Reg. to $2
Speedy, TV Horse, Reg. $4.98
Social Notes, Retail for 19c
White China Cups and Bowls

White mor-pul Anklets: Save!

NYLON HOSE
snd €O gauge ; slig ht

Big 4'.)-count pkg. White
or Pastel colors.

CLOTH BLOUSES
or Indies; high -count
broadcloth; latest styles.

Sex--Guns---Voung floods
All In One Film
Shown

No. 2
At 8:20 P.M.

DALTON'S
WOMEN
A New Story of the Old West
See The Greatest It'oman
Fight Ever Filmed

liayde:: Thompson
With
Th” Famous
Jalzlander Trio
The Three Bills —
PHI Hurt. BM Gunter,
Bill Hill
"Piggy" Bonds,
Padio DJ. Master
of Cerernon:es

—plus—
On The Screen
CASH ON DELIVERY
Starring Shelley Winters

No. 3
Shown at 9:35
furious Ava Gardner
With LeosGorcey and The
East Side Kids and Bela
Luvosi In

STARTS THURS., OCT. 23

First Territory Showing

Beautiful New Clutch Bags
Pillow Cases Reg. $1.29 pair

4 for 88c
Kitchen Towels
Wa- h Cloths, extra large. Reg. 15c 6 for 59c
Loather Caps, save half
$1 Flashlight, 2 batteries for only
I ook! Large Selection of
HOTTSEHOT.n NECESSITIES
FOR ONLY 15c APIECE

Pinch Ready-Mix Pan — School
Bread Pan — Square Biscuit Pan —
'Mountain Cake Pan — Jelly Cake
Pan - Upside-Down Cake Pan —
1_,Ftrar Pie Plate — Tree Cake Pan.
Hall-ween will soon be here!
We have Costumes, Candy,
Decorations.

$1.55

Rayon Yarn Dust Mop, with handle
S1.98 Polyethtylene 10-qt. Pail
Paint Roller and Pan set., Reg. $1.19

Pr. 97c
88c
$1.27
77c
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REPORTED SUICIDE
Jim Husseil. colored handyman at the liob White home, was
tound dead in his room Monday
merninS,A1410-gauge shotgun
nearby. Coroner Paul Hornbeak
ruled the death a suicide.

DRAMA DEPARTMENT TO
MEET THURSDAY HTTII
POT-LUCK DINNER
The Drama and lAlt•Fature
Dept:trim-lit --of---the Woman's
Club wil hold their first meeting Thursday evening at 645. It
will be a pot-luck supper. Mrs.
Listen to WFUL for latest news. Davi, Craddock of Clinton will
be the guest speaker. All mem:s are urged to attend.

How hriatian
Science Heals

"Overcoming A Thirst
For Alcohol"
%Et t. (tilt se.) Ilaaday le asp

(cartoon)

DAY
Recom
Children
By An

FOUR HOUSES BURN
Four frame residences were
destroyed by fire in Hickman
Monday afternoon in a di astrous fire on Merr Street.
Contents were destroyed, but
, one was burned, according to
reports.
•

'Trouble
Finding a PAINT
to match your rug?
We bays hiss the color you want
la our wide and wonderful ss.
*lion of hundreds of exciting.
sew Maestro Colon.
costea•-ati• year color,
tor pea le siderses.

FULTON PAINT &
GLASS CO.
Church Street

Fulton

(WO IDENTICAL REXALL
PRODUCTS FOR THE PRICE
'F ONLY

C

Evans Drug Store
"THE REXALL STORE"
Fulton
I ake st.

NOTICE Of SALE
Display cases, counters, tables,
office equipment, display fixtures, shelving,
mirrors. heating system. fans and other store

IOW

equipment will be offered for sale by
•011•1

non)

FRANKLIN'S QUALITY SHOP.
Store will be open Thursday. October 18th
from 5:30 to 8 P. M. Interested buyers are
invited to come in and make their selections..

FRANKLIN'S QUALITY SHOP
302 Main Street

Fulton, Ky.

YE!
66c
S2.66
88c
$3.33

HOSPITAL NEWS
The following were patients
in the local hospitals Wednesday mor_ning,_
Haws Memorial—
Wm Whitnell, Fulton; L. V.
Williams, Fulton; Tom Work,
Dukedom; Mrs. Ernest Morgan,
Rt. 2, Water Valley; George
UnPPII, Fulton; Ernest Smith
Jr.. Fulton; Mrs. Mary Nelson,
Dukedom; Cecil Barber Rt. 5,
Fulton; Richard Pickle, Fulton:
Mrs. Sam House, Water Valley,
Mrs Milton Counce, Fulton;
Olivia Rogers, Pierce.!,

eiewers in Chicago.
"Ther, i notliqg objectionab'e about the show in a moral
sense," Bizzle stated, "but there
Broadway play "The Pad Seel," are certain themes introducedthat call for mature understand
y Mob op_en: for Pt6 rELI-ftly _tun trig that I don't think a youngSunday at the Fulton Theatre, ster can provide," he stated.
will be .qhown to amilts only,
"Nubbin" Bizzle, r!anager. anMrs, Connie Adams from Atnounced today. Action follows lanta. Ga. is visiting her parents
banning of the show to young Mr. and Mrs. Doran Colley.

-The Bad Seed- Not
For Children: Bizzle
Thr. movie ver-irm of the

One)
TON 7. Tomcat.s looking ahead
u• their meeting with Ripley
and Covirgton, but will have all
they can take care of in this
one.
BRUCETON '28, WAVERLY 6.
Just practicing for Paris next
week.
COVINGTON 52, HALLS 7.
This is one game the Tigers
would rather pass up. They
probably would, but nobody else
wants it
L'EXIN'GTON 14, HENDERSON 13. One of the top games
of West Tennessee
HUNTINGDON 28. McKENZIE 0. Too much Stewart Huntingdon didn't win a game last
year. they won't lose one this
year
DYF:RSBURG 35, MILAN 7.
Trojans find a breather and will
hike advantage of it.
UPSET SPECIALS
NEWBERN 14, MITNFORD 7
The winner of this game Avill
most likely be the Northwest
Champs. Munford hasn't tasted
defeat, but lately the Choctaws
have been the most impressive:
especially in the 334 rout of
South Fulton_
19, PARIS
CITY
UNION
GROVE 13. Paris has lost once
while Union City has dropped
f( ur close contests. The Tornadoes have kept faster company,
thus getting the nod.
COLLEGE GAMES
KENTUCKY 14, L.S.U. 6. The
Cats were diaappointing -Against
Auburn and looked good on only
one outing so far. The Bengals
are licking the wottrids from
that 39-7 lacing handed out by
Ga. Tech. LSU looking for its
first victory.

Listen lb WFUL for latest news!

77c
88c
r. 97c
88c
$1.27
77c
re—

n Wrought Iron or Chrome Trim. Durable
Plastic Tops in your choice of colors.

Prices Start at $39.95
See us for that big trade for your old Suite.

FULTON HARDWARE
AND FURNITURE COMPANY
Lake Street — Fulton

PARKING!

BLADE
CUT

Lb.3

0

0,0/ SUPER RICHT (4 TO 8 LI. AVG..)

..mmetesswasmaanwi

FULTON DRIVE-IN
MOVIES
ems
THURS.-FRI. — OCT. 18-19
THE LION AND THE HORSE
Steve Cochran
(In Color)
RV THE LIGHT OF THE
SILVERY MOON
DoiriS Day
(In Color)
-SATURDAY — OCT. 20
NEVADA
R Mitchum - Ann Jeffreys
PURPLE MASK
(Color and Cinemascope)
Tony Curtis -Colleen Miller I
SUN.-MON.—OCT. 21-22
SLIGHTLY-SCARLET
( color and superscope)
John Payne -Rhonda Fleming
WALKING HILLS
,Randolph Scott -Ella Raines_
TUES. - WED--OCT. 23-24
GLORY (Color and superscope)
Marg. O'Brien Walt Brennan'
.TARZAN'S HIDDEN JUNGLE
Gordon Scott - Vera Miles

Smoked Picifico 29c
39c
Ground Beef
LB.

mat
*
i
th
SUPER RIGHT FRESHLY GROUND

`489
\

7
ANNIVERSARY

Pigskin Picklags—
(Continued from Page

t styles.

Smart New Dinette Suites

PLENTY FREE

SUPER RIGHT BEEF

Fulton Hospital—
Mrs. Joe Jones, Columbus:
Mrs. John Blair, Clinton; Mrs.
Carl Johnson, Rt. 1, Water Valley; Mike Gambill, Fulton; Mrs.
Luke Mooneyham, Fulton; Mrs.
Lila Hastings, Fulton; Bonnie
Cummings. Dukedom; M. F.
Glidewell, Rt. 4, Hickman; Edward Brooks, Fulton; Mrs. Julia
Crutchfield;
Daniel
Cooley.
Gore, Clinton; Luther Pickens.
Water Valley; Ed Bennett, Fulton; B. B. Stephenson, Fulton;
Oris• Lusk, Hickman; Mrs. T. H.
McMurray, Rt. 4, Hickman;
Leighman Craig, Clinton; Mrs.
Mike Fry, Fulton; Fred Worth,
Fulton.

The band parents Club of
Fulgham is sponsoring a talent
show in the Fulgham auditorium
Friday night, with a number
of prizes to be awarded in several contests. Show begins at
8:00 p.m.

USES
ith-count

Lake Street Et
All Favorite Brands

Vum 1 he
ola Plant

(

Jones Hospital—
Susan Harris, Fulton; Mrs. E.
A. Campbell, Fulton; Mrs Ethel
Byrd, Fulton; Mrs. Johnnie
Harwood, Fulton; Mrs. Charles
Bowers, Fulton; Mrs. George
Adams and baby, Fulton; Mrs.
Albert Moore and baby, Fultun; Mrs. Leonard Phipps. Fulton.

SHOW AT FULGHAM

10c
for 15c

LAKE STREET LIQUOR STORE
A rtiot•

1859

LB

195 0

SUPER RIGHT RINDLESS

2 LBS. UP/'
/
PAN READY (31

Bacon 2 PLIGL 89C Stewing Hens 336
Lb

Fs'"

Beef Steaks

LS.

GOOD

i9t
Sliced BOON Taik

LB.

Fully Cooked Hams(wb.,:r.r,t.u. ),...shatak LE. 45$
MESH FROZEN COD, RADDOCZ
I
ROE $o39
OR *CZAR PERCH LS. ISs
Fish

89$
430

NEW CROP FLORIDA

39,
ranges ,
Red Apples.-PURPOSE 2" )10 Lbs. 69
FULL OF JUICE

DOZ

250 SIZE

U.S. NO. l FANCY

BUSHEL

310. 1 WRITE

p

504.

inn, LOW PRICE]

Tokay Grapes

ana
al"
cAriro

sac $129
La. 100

_

Sweet Yams 111=
:
112
=
A
Cabbage LICC

Lat. 10$
10$

f.1

69) =RD

SHARP CHEDDAR OR

JANE PARKER - NEW DOUBLE CRUST

Cherry Pie tz 39C Swiss Cheese 59c
Angel Food Ring 45c Ice Cream V2C,IL 69c
Lb.

CRESTMONT ASSORTED FLAVORS

JANE PARKER LARGE (Reg. 554)

Ea.

iD ll! Pickles
Strawberry Preserves
Fig Bars SILVERTOWN
IONA SLICED
Peaches OR HALVES
Ketchup

PAGE
PURE

AWN

2 Jlit 590
PEG. 35°

14 790
ic1 43
3,
390
1
2::,

ANN PAGE

Cannon

39c

2-CAL
1
/
JAR

KOSHER STYLE
WASH
CLOTHS

SET
ors

HAND
TOWELS

59°

SWEETEST DAY — OCT. 20th
DELICIOUS
wAswicx CANDY

THIN MINTS
Cherries CHOCOLATE COVERED

SET
Or I

PEG
1-LB.
PKG.

WARWICK

990
39(
49(

Take advantage of A&P's Amazing Encyclopedia Bargain
THE WORLD-HONORED 25-VOLUME UNIVERSAL STANDARD

FUNK & WAGNALLS ENCYCLOPEDIA
Any Purchase

Volume No. 3 Now on Sale 99c With
Volume No. 1 and 2 Still on Sale at Your A&P
VOLUME NO. I
Only 250 with
$2.50 in purchases

EVERY FAMILY NEEDS A GOOD ENCYCLOPEDIA
BUILD YOUR SET A BOOK-A-WEEK
EACH VOLUME WORTH $4.00

Lux Soap 3

BEG.
BARS

Old Dutch Cleanser /14DUATE 2 CAI49 19°
490
4
Swanee Tissue

Spry Shortening

3 BARS 280

Blue Silverdust

ROLLS

Camay Soap MGE.
Ivory Soap

Guest

LO. 11
c. BARS as 11

Si?.'

4Bars zc

Oa Soap Pow'

3

1

I

GIANT 750
PKG.

I

VOLUME NO. 2
ONLY 99e
With any Purchase

18' ?
1LB.
CAN

BATH
BARS

274

350 9

LG.97‘
J CAN

LG, 320 GIANT 78f
PKG.
PKG.

Alt Price5Tn Thi' Au Ir.ffrsflive Through Slturrinv 01-tni,,‘r 20th
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1957 Che‘rolets CarrN

I

nth% kiwi! Beauty

SUCCESSFUL HOMEMAKING
by Marie Holland
Home Demonstrator Kentucky Utilities
cedented rate, Americans have
spent almost nothing to improve
the lighting in their holies..
The average American family
has almost $1300 invested in appliances, but, the average home
contains only $99.30 worth of
lighting equipment. In order to
bring it up to standards of good
lighting, the same home should
have at least another $300 invested in lamps and fixtures.
An inspection of the model
homes being displayed across
The Perfected
the country during National
Home Week will show what a
splendid job the building industry has done to make it possible for Americans to purchase
homes completely equipped with
major appliances, air-conditionheatDistinctive styling and trim treatments for two-lelel photo of the `Two-Ten" sport sedan, at
-Maximum value in
ing as a built-in feature.
each of the three series of 1957 Che‘rolet pas tup, and the ltel AIr romertible. Bodies plus
ing economy
Have you ever dreamed of
senger cars are emphasized dramatically in this side range in color choices total 460 for the line.
a kitchen that seemed
in
working
-Saves TIME
to have a piece of sunny sky for
a ceiling?
-Saves CLEANING
of the pension that would be
New home builders as well as new appliances and counter tops
--Saves COAL
due her husband. The amount
owners interested in moderniz- would be lost in drabness and
of the monthly pension will not
ing older homes are finding
-Correst Size for YOUR luminous ceilings the perfect shadow.
be less than $30._
NEEDS
a
producing
to
Q.-How about -a widower?
answer
A.-Should your wife die, you
cheerful outdoor atmosphere incan get a widower's monthly
_doors. When properly installed,
benefit equal to 75 percent of
lighted or luminous ceilings will
News
Q.-How did the new changes what her retirement benefit
give an even, comfortable lightSee it today at
help widows?
was. To qualify for a widower's
ing effect in all parts of your
From
room.
A.-There is no reduction in
the pension of a widow that reBest of all, the lighting instalThe
tires before the age of 65. Wilation itself makes it possible
qt.
dows are the .orie--verup-of into lower those hign nine and ten
dividuals with no penalties for
foot ceilings, found in many
Ilif Mlit'lliti
early retirement They receive
older. homes, to a more modern
AIMMATIC C
62.
full benefits at age
height of about eight feet..
Phone 35
Without good, lighting much
• WASHEIZ
Q.-Are all widows eligible
of the beauty and colors of the
for pensiosn at the age of 62?
We would like to welcome two
A.-Nut necessarily. For a wiSo a. Parip:i
new girls to our office, Gail
benefits it's necesMarisa dam
Scearce and Peggy Wilkerson. dow to draw
have
to
husband
`"1•41Law down p syment
We're glad to have them in our sary for her
Soby
in a job covered
aad Ear, Terms
office and hope they will enjoy worked
cial Security.
working with us.
Q.--How is the amount of a BENNETT ELECTRIC
slowly
is
Mrs. Utah Hastings
?WM*
pension computed'
117 Nato
widow's
improving in Fulton Hospital.
A.-She All draw 75 percent
We hope to see her well and out
again, soon.
5.
Mrs. Inez Hollins of Paducah
is here this week to train our
si
new girls We enjoy having Mrs.
Rollins visit us and ode com1
4-It.
munity.
)-a
.1
Mrs William Lane Fossett is
leaving Thursday from New
York for Germany on the S.S.
America, where she will )oin
At the Capitol Plose—o hotel •1 unusual
her husband who stationed there
with the U. S. Army
chirm located opposite the Uniee Station
Mrs. Fonsett is the daughter
Plaza. Noted for its ii•noin•
Mary Wilson in our business
of
comfortable accommodations, and for its
office.
unusual food. Porting Leis sod seer by
Marion Lee Day had as dinner
guest last Wednesday, Janie
Garage faciNties. Itedie In every room
Barber and Carma Jackson
Air-conditioned guest teems available.
Grace Grace enjoyed a trip to
Ohio during her vacaAkron,
$3
WO seeders remiss from
tion.
Mr. Wiley and family enjoyed
a few days with his parents in
Frankfort during part of his
vacation last week
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Jackson had
as dinner guest, Sunday evening, Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Smith
IE. J. HARRIS, Meampieg Mortar
and children and Rev. and Mrs.
HENRY J. Lik4ANS13. Saaseal Wows
Jack Rushing and family.

There is a gaping hole in the
American standard of living.
While sales of refrigerators,
washers, ranges and other conveniences that make life easier
have been zooming at an unpre-- -

KING-O-HEAT

MAGAZINE HEATER

pension, you must have received
at least 50 percent of your support from your wife when she
died. Also, your wife must have
been currently and fully insured when she died.
Q.-Can a widow 'draw benefits before age 62?
A.-Yes, if she has children
under 18. If the children reach
10 before she reaches 62 all
benefits for her will stop until
she is 62.
Q.—Will it be a goon idea for
a wife to retire before 65?
'A.-A married couple will
have to decide whether to take
a reduced pension at an earlier
date or wait until age 65 for a
larger pension. The difference
can be important in amount. For
a couple whose pension will bea
based on earnings of 5300
month, the pension vilt be
$135.00 a month if the wife
starts drawing at age 62. If she
waits until age 65 the pension
will be $14780 a month. A dif-

ference of $12 30 a month. If
the husband is forced to retire

at age 65 it may be necessary for
the wife to go ahead and take
her pension before she is 65 bethe need for the extra
ams
money at that time. As a rule
the wifp generally out lives her
husband and she then would be
eligible for a widow's pension
that would not be affected by
reason of her not being 65.

a

Sutherland's "MD" Truss
No Belts - No Straps No Odors
Approved by Doctors - The
World's Most Comfortable

Truss
CITY DRUG CO.
Voltam
408 Lake St.
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7, 1777—FIRST

WEDDING IN KENTUCKY
was solemnized at
The first wedding in Kentucky on
wed Miss ElizaBooneshonnigh Samuel Henders
beth Calloway. daughter of Colonel Richard Calkiway Squire Boone officiated at the (-eremony In this
same year. the first salt was made at Bullites Lick,
now Bullitt County. Here, from 500 to HMO men
were engaged in the various brandies of salt making.
In Kentucky's historic past, just as today, many of
Our citizen.; have always enjoyed a slams of beer The
brewing industry makes jobs for thousanda of our
residents The sale of beer under orderly conditions
is an important objective of the United States
Brewers Foundation. (')ur continuing educational
prI)grain helps beer retailers maintain their high
Eagan

standards.
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ITS HERE
The Sensational New Invention

IT HAPPENED IN.

SOCIAL SECURITY
INFORMATION
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WASHINGTON, D.C.

She's a teen queen

a
ti

Rice is one of our most versatile foods, and may be served as
a breakfast cereal, a luncheon
casserole, or a dinner dessert.•

Save Space, Install a

SEE THE 9E!' CHEVROLET FRIDAY!
IT'S SWEET,SMOOTH AND SASSY!

PI
ti
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Chevy goes 'em all one better—with a daring new departure

Pot a wall to wall
ge
aiwast d mem*howi
raw fisows
hoot Is

ix design (looks longer and lower, and it is!), exclusive new

lians
aboo

Tarboglide automatic transmission with triple turbines, a new V8

dada
•liaso II• flow
...1181 INN

and a bumper crop of new ideas including fuel injection!

•lioddis
lbw.Iva Ina
•Mu Ifs Git
"sae 11.814" bay
•Sodake

with her very own

Bedroom Telephone
Some girls go for mink and diamonds.
But a girl in her teens is a queen
of queens with a phone of her own.
Put her in seventh heaven ... and
out of the family's hair.... with
a bedroom telephone-in color!
To Order, Call Our Business Office

Southern Bell Telephone
and Telegraph Company

•lbedkaak Mom
kiddie
•Cos Sodas "Eh*
Mee how
•towplels, Amnia
I- Wait
•WY NIA TIM
3 Yews la Pay
Pay As LINIe

1 USA
engios olio °wellobi. est wars coot. Also
Itemise fuel Inior Son o001 nes vel* top to XI h.p. in
Corneille aid powwow
car models.

New right down to the wheels it roils onthat's the '67 Chevrolet!
By now you know it's new in style. But
Chevrolet's new in lots of ways that don'tshow up in our picture. It's new in V8
power options that range up to 245 h.p.•
Then, you've a choice of two automatic
drives as extra-cost options. There's an
even finer Powerglide-and new, nothinglike-it Turboglide that brings you Triple..
Turbinetake-off and a new flowing kind of
going. It's the only one of its kind!
Come see the new car that goes 'em all
one better-the new 1967 Chevrolet!

. Nothing
Down

R. Si, 4-pnor Sedan--on.
20 striiing n•ve

L

Onlyfranchised Otetrola dealers

GRAHAM
FURNITURE CO
Walnut St.

4
TI.

Phone IRS
~mow

/CHEVROLET/

display this famous trademark

TAYLOR CHEVROLET CO. INC.
110 Lake Si.

Phone 38

Fulton. Ky.
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Given A Sound Highway Issue,
The People Will See Its Importance
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"There is, we believe, only one
great danger facing the road bond
plan right now, and that is the widespread fear of Kentucky voters that
the bonds will provide the Chandler
Administration with a great slush
fund .with which to build a political
machine. For GoVernor Chandler pro-poses to Use ,bond revenues tq match
all federal road-building funds for
the next three years. If this is done,
between $37,000,000 and $50,000,000 that would ordinarily be used to
match federal funds will be released,
to be spent without federal supervision nor control. People fear that this
money will be spent only as Governor Chandler directs.
"Governor Chandler, however, has
pronaised that the released funds will
be spent strictly according to the
schedule of priorities set up by the
scientific engineering studies and
recommendations of the automotive
Safety Foundation. To make sure of
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STRICTLY BUSINESS

Alter Tennessee football field
Hoskins
John
groundskeeper
reseeded Shields-Watkins Field
with Bermuda grass last spring,
he and Vol coaches were amazed
when stalks of corn sprang up
amidst the grass. It developed
that some fun-loving Vols had
PITCHER'S BOX
sprinkled in some corn seed to
s
Ray Moss. Jr., Tennessee's see if the Shields-Watkin turf
center was fertile enough for crops.
sophomore
promising
from Chattanooga, is a son of
Ray Moss, a former pitching
The trend in furniture is togreat for the Brooklyn Dodgers.
ward multiple-use pieces to
s of small houses.
Sell the easy way—Want Ads! meet the new

Charles Rader, .'Tennessee's
regular left tackle, made straight
A grades during his junior year.
The 21 year old Chemistry majot is from Greenville, Tennessee

UGHT
See SYLVANIA framed in NALOure
_itWs only easy-to-read pict

Y
CITY ELECTRIC COMPAN
in
Hugh Huston — J. M. Mart

"You're being considered for promotion, Tatwick
*haws how desperate we arel"
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TURNING BACK THE CLOCK —
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ted Mastucky Royal and Selec
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the First
Masons.
Chapter of Royal Arch

ant issues of the campaign.
Ben Sneeden, who has been
receiver of the closed First National Bank here for the past
eleyen months, has been appointed receiver for a large
closed bank in Herrin, Ill, and
will begin his dutes there in a
short time.
During his stay in Fulton, Mr.
Sneeden made many friends in
the city, and all will regret that
the time has come for his departure.

I have moved back with Jack Graves
on Church Street.
JACK HOGG
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BEST VACATION YET!

Psalm 23 "The Shepherd Psalm"
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n News, Thursday, Oct. 18, 1966
WW-One Insurance Pays Page 10 The Fulto
al Service Life Insurance
A Dividend In 1957
(USGL1), which originated in Nation

"Mr and Miss Tomorrow"

War I, Harvey V. Higley, (MIA)

The first dividend in 25 years

which

originated

in

World
will be paid in 1957 to policy- Administrator of Veterans Af- World War 11. He said this divi0.-

holders of 5-year teen U. S. fairs, announced today.
Government Life Insurance
Mr Higley also announced i
,000 increase in the reg525.000
Robert Fowlkes of Fulton and
1957 dividend for
-Otho Fowlkes of Long Beach, ular annual
me 5.000.000--palicyho1ders-Calif.
-

dend will amount to $210,00
000, compared with 5185,000,000
for 1956, and that policyholders
proportionately
recta ve
will
-Urger sums.

"SEW and SAVE"
CORDUROY
59, 69, 79c yd.

Botany Wool
(Top row, 1 to r): MARY HELEN DUNN, age two,
CAROL DUNN, age 9, and DAVID ALLEN DUNN.
age 6, children of Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Dunn of Fulton and grandchildren of Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Maxfield of Centralia, Illinois and of Mrs. Gene Dunn,
Paducah.
(Bottom row, 1 to r):: JAMES STVPHEN MANN,
•
age 6; JOE WILLIAM MANN, age 21i, and LINDA
KAYE MANN, age 41/2, chilldren of Mr. and Mrs.
James Mann of Fulton and grandchildren of Mr. and
Mrs. A. E. Glasco and Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Mann,

DEATHS
CAREY FRIELDS

Solids and Tweeds; 60 inches wide.
Values front $4.95 to $7.95 yd.

Brad Dalton, age 6, and his big brother Mark, age 9,
are now back home in Sparks, Nevada after having
spent the summer months with Mr. arid Mrs. Eugene
DeMyer at LaForia, Texas. Mr. and Mrs. K. P.
Dalton, Sr., Fulton, visited their grandsons this sumer in Texas.
Roper, Floyd Dedmon, Charles
Cannon and Robert Coaodwin.
MRS. BETTY POWLEES

f Cleo Mich.; and three sisters,
Mrs. John Morris of Fulton, Mrs.
Roy Thompson of Detroit and
formerly of Fulton, and Mrs. H
M Page of Detroit.

The pallbearers were Al T.
Carey FrIelds, 55, popular
salesman for the Paul Nailling Owens, Thad Fagan, Lawson
Implement Company in Fulton.
died at 7:10 p.m. Tuesday, October 9, at the Fulton Hospital
after a short illness. Mr. Frields
encephalitis
f rom
suffered
"sleeping sickness."
The Fulton man, who lived at
110 Jackson Street, was born
near Dukedom on Nov. 12, 1900.
He was a member of the New
Missionary Baptist
Salem
Church east of Dukedom.
Mr. Frields leaves his wife,
Mrs. Ela Lassiter Frields; a son
his
Doyle Frields of Fulton,
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edd
nFrields of the Salem Commu
ity; a brother Rex Frields of
,
Los Angeles, Calif.; two sisters
h
Mrs. Earl Mitchell of Paduca
of
and Mrs. Eric Cunningham
Dresden; and one grandchild.
Funeral services were held
nary
at the New Salem Missio
Baptist Church east of Dukedom at 2 p.m. Thursday. The
Rev. Casey Pentecost of DresIn
den officiated. Burial was
dithe
under
ry
Cemete
Acres'
l
rection of Jackson's Funera
Home.

Betty
Mrs.
for
Services
Fowlkes, who died at 5:30 p.m.
Thursday. October 11, at Jones
Hospital following a few days'
illness, were held Saturday at
2, at the Central Church of
Christ. Bro. Oliver Cunningham,
minister: officiated. Burial, under direction of Hornbeak Funeral Home was in Johnson's

All Colors

$2.50 yd.

Dan River and
ons
Bates Cott
Japanese Pat-

40.

100% Woolens

Grove Cemeteiy. She was 89
She was born in Obion County. Tenn.. on June 19, 1887, tie
daughter of Alfred L. and Lucy
Fields Russell. She married
Robert L. Fowlkes on Dec. 11
1889. He died in 19.37. Mrs.
Fowlkes was a life-long member of the Church of Christ.
For the past several years she
had made her home with Mrs.
J. A. Colley on Vine Street. A
few months ago she moved to
the Henderson Rest Home.
Mrs. Fowlkes leaves two sons,

l

60 Inches Wide Values $3.95 and Up

Also Bordered Cottons
terns.—Regular Values 79c to $1.29.

$1.35 yd.

NOW 59 and 79c yd.

Union City Remnant Store
Crockett Hotel
LEE STREET — ONE-HALF BLOCK east of Davy
ed11111111111.11=11111111k

Pin Wale

Ladies Cotton

CORDUROY

SLIPS
—Full Cut
—Soft-Finish Fabric
—Regularly $1.49

—36 Inches Wel

HERMANN CLAPP
Services for Herman Clapp of
Cleo, Mich. who died at 5:30
Friday afternoon in St. Joseph
Hospital in Flint. Mich., were
held at the Hornbeak Funeral
Home here Monday afternoon at
2. The Rev. Oakley Woodside,
pastor of the Cumberland Presofficiated.
Church
byterian
Burial was in Greenlea Cemetery, with Masonic Rites at the
graveside. He was 84.
Mr .Clapp, a former resident
of Fulton and a retired streetcar conductor, had been ill for
some time.
He had lived with his son in
Cleo for the past 12 years. He
was a member of the Masonic
Lodge.
Mr. Clapp was born and reared in Fulton. His wife, Mrs. Ina
Simmons, died five years ago.
He leaves a son, James Clapp

growing...
growing...

—New Fall Shades

,, .
44c .-p.e/,-

l000 ydsDrip'nDry

.

Just received! 1000 yards of this
Piece Goods
NOW
Regularly 69c

de
es
incih

.39
$2

Inches
wide

3 yds.for $1.00

Plwee,call,er writs for an appointment

GARDNER'S STUDIO I
ommereil ve,
Fulton,

Phone fi91

Large Assortment of Colors
Regularly Priced At $2.98

NOW 9.77

,.,
.
---- .1..0
z=zr

LAMB
FLANNELETTE
GOWNS
Full Cut—Long Sleeves
Sizes 34-40 — Reg. $1.98

..,,,.., :: „,..

• -.

LADIES NYLON

MEN'S
SPORE SHIRTS
New Styles and Colors!
S-M-L
Reg. $2.98
Reg. $3.98

$2.99

....-...--- ,-..

$1.59

,
,,,

Solid Colors Only — Regularly 39c

MENS' FLANNEL
SHIRTS

32 to 44

, !hir ,.
7.i _I:#.51
,-.-.....a. .....
,
, T.

4,

Woolens 60
Outing 3,6

Have their portraits made now by
ill child
a atudio that
portraiture.

Sizes

79c yd.
Large Assortment!
Regularly Priced $2.951

No matter how little they or—
Nor how big—
Tomorrow they will be grown
And today's simile bloc memory.

Now $1.00

—Regularly $1.19

'2.49

CHILDREN'S COTTON
TRAINING PRITIES
—White and Pastels
—Regularly 29c
—Sizes 2 to 6
for

4

98c

PANTIES
—Reg. 98c Value
—Sizes 5-6-7

2

pr. for 98c

s
•

y, Oct. 18, 1956
we Life Insurance
eh originated in
. He said this diviiount to $210,000.1 with $185.000,000
that policyholders
proportionately

We have complete stocks d

for IIOME and FARM
Machines
BENNETT ELECTRIC
PHONE 201

E"

I Seeing is Bdieving i
eTOPPING DISTANCE CHART

DAYTON V-BELTS
CVLIO '

FULTON

NOW IS THE TIME TO

•

BIN

COAL
You'll Need it

and
ttons

BEFORE LONC--6(4 it NOW I
Immediate Delivery;

lapanese Pat79c to $1.29.

'9c yd.

;tore

all sizes ob Hand.

CITY COAL CO.
TELEPHONE 51

Now is the time to take stock
of )bur flock if you haven't
done so already. It is a good
time to make sure that all your
ewes are bred and if they are
not, be sure the ram is in good
condition and with the flock.
February and March are the
best time for your lambs to get
here. Some farmers have early
breeders and have late December lambs, thus taking advantage of the Easter market. This
market averages about $5.00
higher than the later early markets Lambs dropped early have
less trouble with internal parasites This means money in the
pocket to the sheepman.
If you are planning on buying
replacements, the ewe lambs
or,. the best buy A big growthy
lamb that will grow into a ewe
that will milk weak and at the
same time shear 10 to 12 pounds

It Hotel

REG. 3089 ETHYL 32.9

PIPELINE
No. 1 Lake St.

SHEET METAL
METAL SINKS
AIR CONDITIONING FOR HOME AND OFFICE
LENNOX GAS FURNACE
LENNOX OIL FURNACES
METAL CANOPIES
ALUMINUM AND GALVANIZED GUTTERS
UIGHT CALLS, 249
TIN ROOF REPAIR
INSTALL AND REPAIR STOKERS
NATIONALLY-ADV. EQUIPMENT
STAINLESS STEEL WORK
HOT ASPHALT ROOFS INSTALLED

S NYLON

OLD FURNACES CLEANED AND REPAIRED

NTIES

PHONE 502

5-6-7
for 91Ic

mummmemi,

/,
AO'''.

..........-1,
1

7

/7
‘

_
AXism

l

."

E; w• -PEED

t(
•JI:s-

,......,

THINKING
DISTANCE

TOTA_g
1 FEET

47FEET
,92FEET
152FEET
49FEET
60FEET I
227FEET
71FEET
316FEET

25 27gEET
35 38FEET

45
55
65

.

N

BRAKING
DISTANCE

74
130
201
287
357

SOME PEOPLE SEE FASTER THAN OTHERS.
EVERY DRIVER SHOULD KEEP HIS VIf..:!C.4 i-.‘
PEAK EFFICIENCY THROUGH REGULAR
PROFESSIONAL EYE-CARE.
SWIMMING LESSONS
The oldtinfr sat in the river
hank, obviously awaiting a nibble, though the fishing season
had not officially opened. I stood
behind him quietly for several
minutes. Turning suddenly, he
asked, "You a game warden?"
"Yep„" I lied, figuring to
scare him a little.
Apparently unruffled, the old
man Dagen to move the fishing
pole vigorously from side to side.
Finally he lifted the line from
the water "Just teaching him
how to svrim," he explained,
pointing to a mirinew at the
end of the pole.

Listen to WFU'L for latest news!
.111111111.

FOR THE

The Editors
The News
Fulton, Ky.
Dear Sirs:

BEST

"I am helping a relative learn
to read and write" we read in
a letter that just came from a
county that touches Fulton.
The foregoing and what WI'
quote below from that letter may
encourage others to request our
special books for learning the
3 R's, right at home.
"Many thanks for the free
book. We are making fine progress, and both of us like the
book. I learn too."
Everything is free, and cash
donations are not accepted.
Some grown-ups learn faster,
at home, than do children at
school.
Admiral Ion Pursell,
Frankfort, Ky.
Director, Good Samaritans
for the 3 R's.

IN GOOD

USED
FURNITURE
SEE

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.
207 CHURCH ST.
PHONE 35

White or green grapes are at
their best in flavor when they
begin to turn amber in color.

BURROW. CANNON
and

& BURROW
insurance and seal istate
Long term Tarsi Lams at
Low

Rate

of
SUB

Interest

Charles T. Cannon
Charles W. Burrow

wool. These are money makers
in my opinion.
Keep phenothiazine salt before the flock at all times. Some
think we talk too much about
this one factor of sheep production but it goes without saying
that more money is lost by
sheepmen through internal parasites than by the dreaded enemy stray dogs. It is more economical to but the phenothiatine and salt separately then
mix your treatment. One part
phenothiaeine to nine (9) parts
salt Mix well and keep it before the ewes every day of the
year.
Do not keep the ewes in a
does barn. In open weather,
outside in the order of the day
for the flock. When inside
side plenty ventilation is needed, but not a draft. Many sheepmen just depend on an open
shelter for the ewes to run under in foul weather until lambs
start to come.
A marker for the ram is a good
investment. They cost little and
you KNOW when a ewe is bred,
there is no guess work. As they
are bred and tagged for later
identification bred ewes should
be turned into a separate pasture. It is very important to
know when and which ewes
have the lamb crop and which
ewes should go to the BAR-BECUE PIT.

GUARANTEED RECONDMONED
USED CARS

KING MOTOR COMPANY
For a demonstration of the new 1956 PONTIAC
call Molly King at 1267 or 89.
Office, 116 Carr
Used Cars, 101 W. State Line

Light dndD
for the modern taste

All 23 electric generating
plants in Wiscnsin used coal for
fuel in 1955, a total of 4,093,000
tons, with more than half the
tonnage being used by plants of
two companies.

"Your Home Improvement Hqts
"FHA APPROVED"
STORM WINDOW6
AND DOORS

KY.

--- e

THE NEWS welcomes expressions front its readers. Such
items must be signed but
name will be ornmitted from
publication If requested.

1.1=1111111•11111111W
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By Stuniev McCulloch
* * *
"Old feller,- said the traveling salesman to or Jake, the cab driver, -why
in the heck did they put this train
depot so far from town?"
"Wal, I dunno,- said Oi Jake,
actat,hin' his head, -unless it was
'cause they wanted to get the depot
jest as close as possible to the railroad.* * *
I was readin' the other day about
lie biggest tire department in the
world, which is run by the Department of Lands and Forests up in
Ontario to protect the province's '
223,000 square miles of forest land.
They don't have no fire pole to
slid, down,but they have just about
everything else: 2000 full-time
rangers, 44 planes, 1600 boats and
canoes, MOO trucks and tractors, 20
railroad tank cars, three million
feet of hose, 20,000 axes and shovels, and a 700-unit radio network!
* *
These Canadian firelthters have •
big KAY. I reckon. Last veal they put
out nearly 2300 fires! The worst one,
in the Admiral Lake area, burned
69,000 aces of timber. It took 2132
plane flighn and 660 men to put it
out-- but even then it left a black scar
20 miles long and five miles wide!
They don't know for sure how it
started But they think it was probably
caused by some feller who got careless.
That s how most forest fires get started .
you know.
5.
* • *
By the %AV. Or Hannibal tells
me the only thing he knows of
that's fireproof is his boss's Doe!
* * *
Over in 'Wisconsin, 1 hear, there
are now about 2 '5 school forests,
where schools raise timber and tea,h
the principles of i;oci forestry. The
ochool at Merrill, is , foe instance,
has• - 32-acre tract, where the youngsters are leatron to be tomorrow s
tree farmers! And someday, profits
from the school forest will pay for
Merrill i textbooks!
• *
hear you're martin' to raise
bees," I told ()F Ezry.
-Yep," Ltry said. -1 don't want
to miss nothin'-and I've been stung
every other way''
• * •
See you s• • n!
* * *

LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR

P.s.—In Fulton County, 155
grown-ups
need
our "ABC
Help," as many call it: and we
shall furnish the free books
GLADLY if you KINDLY lead
People to ask us for them.

Plume 111511

24 HOUR ROAD SERVICE — WE NEVER CLOSE

I8c Value

OUT ON A LIMB

SHEEPSIEN TAKE STOCK
OF YOUR FIA)( K

LET US FILL YOUR

;OY
9c yd.

With JIM PRYOR
Airiorhersi Arm, ialiosis (sutra, ladleval

THE FASTER A DRIVER GOES, THE
FARTHER HE MUST TRAVEL BEFORE HE CAN
STOP THE BETTER VISION INSTITUTE POINTS
OUT. IT TAKES TIME MD SEE DANGER AND
REACT TO ri, AND MORE TIME FOizt THE CAR
TO STOP AFTER THE BRAKES ARE APPLI C.).
HERE'S AN ESTIMATE OFINSTANCES INVOLVED:

The Fulton News, Thursday, October 18, 1956

'Weather-tight insulation assures all-winter
comfort,
stops fuel waste
•F.nduring
conaluminum
structinn.
'No changing or storing,
'We invite your Inquiries; no
obligation to buy, of course!

Pay NOTHING clown . . . 60 days before first payment . . . THREE years to pay. We handle ALL
papers for you; no strings, no red tape. (An FHA
loan does not affect your original home loan)
FARMERS TERMS available on quarterly payments.
INSULATION (blown-in, pre-fab, storm sash,
vents)
ROOFING:: (Built-up, shingle, bonded)
FLOOR COVERING: (Rubber, vinal)
SIDING: (Insulating, asbestos, cedar, aluminum)
PEST CONTROL

Fulton Roofing and Insulation Co.
Street

11111011

Wathen's
Kentucky Bourbon

Ne A

to

Telephong °Wee

TThtiyi°

'T7

...from the private stock
of a man who still practices
the art of distilling
authentic Kentucky Bourbon
8 Years Old
90 Proof
Cfreierht Poirchne WhtalirP1'

Wathen Medley

Distilling Co., Owensboro, Kentucky

-

dmitennum.

•

CLASSIFIED ADS
ALL KINDS OF KEYS made
while you wait. Forrester's
Shoe Shop, 204 Main..
STOLEN from my farm, about
two weeks ago: Black Holstein
cow, white markings, white
udder and teats; has horns.
Freshened August 23rd. Reward offered. Harry Barry,
Phone 2298, Hickman.
SPECIAL: GOOD. gas ranges.
842.50 and up. Nice selection
of 9 x 12 rugs. $4.95. Trade
with Wade and Save. Wade's
Used, 112 Main Street, Phone
478.

SURE INSURANCE
AT
LOW COST

does not contain those that
Living NOTICE: REAL NICE drop leaf !Cunningham Begin)
SALE:
FURNITURE
formerly lived here but have
table,. $1095. New bed roem
room suites $12.50 to $39.95.
•
moved away.
suite, $149.95. Came see Ar- New
Good electric ranges, regrigeRadio Series
thur Matheny for bargains.
rators and washing machines
Go to Church .3unc.td,
Trade with Wade and Save.
$5.00 down and $5.00 month.
Next Sunda\ , ();i‘ti CunWade's Used, 112 Main Street, ningham, will speak at 9:00
Trade with Wade and Save.
Phone 478.
Wade's Used. 112 Main Street,
a.m. and 10:50 a.m. on the subPhone 478.
ject;-"Sin-- and-Its- -Punightnear - DON'T BE LATE
GUERNSEY SALE — Friday, al the
Central Church of
WELDING—FABRICATINGBECAUSE OF LOST
October 19, 7:30 p.m., Uni- Christ.
WAYMATIC REGULATOR
versity Sales Arena, I.ex Oliver
•
Monday.
KEYS!
Beginning
ington. AO head bred heifers,
COMPANY
speak every
PHONE 1866
young cows. 3 bull calves. Cunningham will
over radio
Kentucky, Guernsey. Breeders morning at 8:45 a.m.
Electric—Acetylene
the Subject,
on
WFUL
station
•
.
Association
,ApoL Welding
"Marriage and Divorce."
.Z
We Specialize In Field Service SEAT COVER 'SPECIAL! Reg,
The Cer.tral Church of Cliri4mt7
ular $29.95 all-plastic seat
And Shop Work
church di'
covers, only $19..95. Fit all is preparing a new contain 350
Wi Iders:
ALWAYS CAilitrit will
and
rectory,
Limited
cars.
makes
popular
L.. A. SIMPSON
EXTRA KEYS *,!
the acrepresent
These
yrr
names.
Auto
Western
hurry!
quantity,
T. J. EASTERWOOD
and
Fulton,
in
members
tive
Store Fulton.
Next to
SONNE MADDEN
NADI IN 1 MINUTE
GARAGE AND DAVIS
PEN
STOCK

NOTICE OF

OWIGE'OF OWNERSHIP
OF THE

MAJOR OIL CO., SERVICE STATION

s‘,

Located on 51 By-Pass
Is Now Under The Management of

TOMMY SCEARCE and
RAYMOND GRADDY, JR.
We Invite All Our Friends to Come By and
See Us at the

KEYS

KEEP THIS ADI
Over 29.9041 Arthritic and
Rheumatic Suffers have taken
this Medicine slice it has been
on the market. It is inexpensive, can be taken in the home.
For Free information, give name
and address to P. 0. Box Sr!.
Hot Springs, Arkansas,

WHY PAY MORE?
Wick Smith Agency
4M Lake Street
—Phones 62 or 160-W—
-RENT A NEW TYPEWRITER
or Adding Machine. Rental
arinlies on purchase. Harvey
Caldwell Co. Drive-in Office
Outfitters, Corner Walnut &
Plain Streets Phone 614
POWELL and 'ELME Snoe Repair offers you prompt accurate service at moderate cost.
204 Church Street, Fulton
LAY AWAY NOW for Christmas- Bicycles, wagons, all
kibd of wheel goods. Low down
Payment will hold your choice
Western
Christmas.
until
Auto Store, Fulton.
PRICES SLASHED on Wizard
freezes-I; all models reduced.
Buy now at savings un to
$60.00: prices start at $199.95.
Auto, Lake Street,
'
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MAJOR OIL CO. SERVICE STATION
Located on Si By-Peas
TM Main

YU!tOil

WADE'S - - BEST BUYS IN APPLIANCES
DIXIE

VEEN

SPEED

ELECTRIC RANGE

o',14
.

mom

-

‘‘,. you CAN Drive in Park
cind 131v sour office supplies '
and equipment Harvey Caldwell Co., Drive-In Office Outfitters, New L.ocaucc, corner
Streets.
Plain
Walnut &
Phone 674.
WELLS DR1LLKD for industry
and homes. Modern equipment, experienced workmen.
Write or call Watson Co.
Phone 261. Fulton, Ky.
STOVEPIPE, elbows, dampers,
stove boards, etc. Exchange
207
Company,
Furniture
Church Street, Fulton.

announces a remarkable

$10.00

NEW RINSING
DISCOVERY

Trade-la
Alllowance
Your Cost

$259.95

which now gets clothes Aeaner
than ever before!
it's a new...

10% DISCOUNT on all remnant
size Gold Seal Linoleum in
Furniture
Exchange
stock.
Company, 207 Church Street,
Fulton.

16
.
‘

FOR RENT: Floor sanding machine and electric floor polisher and electric vacuum cleaners Exchange Furniture Co.
Phone 35, Church Street

FLOTATION

i•en

sesr-samo""'

CLOSEOUT — Linoleum a n d
plastic blocks, only 10c, 14c
and I5c per block while present stock lasts. Exchange
207
Company,
Furniture
Church Street, Fulton.

PRE-RINSE

ELIMINATES NEED FOR
UNT-FILTERING DEVICES

MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
and_automatic models. $129.95
and up. Sales and service.
Bennett Electric. Phone 201.

FARM LOANS
Long Terms-Easy Payments

ATKINS, HOLMAN
AND FIELDS

Dirt and lint are floated or*,
top and down drain before
spin operation.

AS SHOWN
Regular

$239.95

THIS WEEK

199.50
MOST AUTOMATIC
AUTOMATIC

FREE! FREE! ELECTRIC MIXER

PRE-SELECTS
• Hot or warm wac.h *ate'

--Insurer ce---

biain St

Phona

During "power" rinse, fresh
water overflows tub with agitator working - removing
every trace of lint and dirt.

WORLD'S

—Plus—

4 or 2 minute
washing time

• 11 1
HELP WANTED — Sewing machine operators. Steady work
on coats and jackets. Experience essential. Apply FRUIT
of the LOOM Factory, Hickman, KY

HURRY! HURRY!
LAST DAY
SATURDAY

ORIGINAL

Electric DeLuxe Refrigerator

189.50

• NORMAL

8 FOOT
Electric DeLuxe Refrigerator
With Trade

159.50

or SHORT cycle

• 13 H. 9 7 or 5 gals
wash water in tub

*V3tki

Plaid Drive

3 WRITTEN GUARANTEES

an Teo
Percelei:

• 4i e• O agitator and
spi speed in eithr rycle

With Trade

of

Porcelain leferier
•
Washer can be
*quipped with
11•11-1•arlag Centers
at slight extra cost
••
•
Sods-Saver extra

Rust-proof - chip-proof
Polished aluminum agitator

Proved in over 3 million washers
WASHER CARRIES
1 YEAR GUARANTEE

Speed Queen Automatics are priced as low as 98995 with old washer trade-in
_ast-11Maa--

Wade Furniture Company
TWO IDENTICAL REXALL
PRODUCTS FOR THE PRICE
OF ONLY

"Trade With WALE and Save"

1+

Evans Drug Sore
, ..! .It STOPI,"
Lake M

Fulton

010
q11P-

Final rine* watar
Is CRYSTAL CLEAR,

to prevent damage
load Is off-balance !
•

or cold rinse water

• HO

10 FOOT

s-11 •

plus agitated rinse

INA

Lake Street

Fulton, Ky.

